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The BAB2 shopping centre to unveil its new look!  

 
Carmila & Carrefour Property teams have inaugurated the BAB2 shopping centre 

extension, in attendance of the Carrefour group executive team along with the local 

representatives. With 40 new stores and additional 10,000 sq.m, the shopping centre 

reveals an exceptional architecture with Basques Country’s colors and proposes a 

complete offer of 120 stores, restaurants & services.  

 

 

A renovated shopping centre that supports the local dynamism 

Opened in 1982, the BAB2 shopping centre is located at the heart of the Basque 

Country Agglomeration Community, west of Bayonne and north of Anglet (France).  

Within a very dynamic commercial and urban area, it contributes to the economical 

development of its territory and actively participates in the city large projects. Thirty-five 



                                                               
years after its opening, the centre is considered as the historical shopping centre of 

North Basque Country. 

This is the 1st shopping centre that attracted flagship brands like Zara and proposes 

today an exclusive offer of unique stores in the region. The BAB2 shopping centre also 

welcomes each year 6 million visitors and ranks as a leader shopping centre in the 

Basque coast.  

This extension project of the BAB2 shopping centre was conducted by a close 

collaboration of local representatives. It aims at meeting needs of the district’s 

inhabitants who were expecting a modernized architecture & a larger offer, while 

supporting the transformation and dynamism of the territory.  The extension proposes a 

unique offer, in keeping with the identity of the Basque shopping centre.  

“We are very pleased to inaugurate the flagship project for the Basque Country. We 

have planned and achieved, in close collaboration with the local partners, an 

ambitious project that fits inhabitants’ expectations and which is respectful of the 

Basque identity. This opening marks a new stage for this living place that has been 

acclaimed for 35 years by faithful customers deeply attached to BAB2”, said Yves 

Cadelano, Carrefour Property France Director and Carmila Managing Director.  

 

An exclusive commercial offer 

The range of new BAB2 stores is composed of well-known national brands, local or 

regional independent retailers, along with brands which are not developed in the area 

so far. With these new retailers (25 of which are exclusive in the region), the shopping 

centre strengthens its offer in personal and household equipment and food & 

beverage. 

In October 2016, BAB2 achieved the first part of its extension and welcomed after Zara 

other brands like “64”, Colombus Café, Crêp’eat, Du Bruit dans la Cuisine, Izac, les 

P’tites Bombes, L’occitane, Louis Pion, Oysho and Sergent Major.  

Today, 30 new stores have set up in the centre: Aubade, Bialetti, Bleu Libellule, Cléor, 

Guess, IKKS, Izac, Jack&Jones, Jules, Kusmi tea, La Fée maraboutée, La Fusion, Le 

Temps des cerises, Les p’tites Bombes, Lollipops, Mango, Parfois, PeGast, Pull&bear, 

Pyones, Sephora, Steak’n Shake, Stradivarius, The Athlete’s Food, Ttilka, Undiz, Zara 

Home.  



                                                               
The BAB2 shopping centre also proposes a large offer of 120 stores and restaurants that 

complete the biggest Carrefour hypermarket of the “Pyrenées-Atlantiques”  French 

department.  

“We wished to convince brands much appreciated by our customers and expected 

from inhabitants to set up in the shopping centre. We are also committed to offer a 

friendly environment that highlights the Basque identity while proposing innovative 

services to connected customers. The new BAB2 is a destination that each one can 

enjoy the way they want: alone, with family or friends”, explains Stéphane Briosne, the 

BAB2 shopping centre Director. 

In parallel with this new commercial offer, the shopping centre also innovates by 

proposing various connected services that aim at easing customers’ shopping. On the 

shopping centre app and website, people who look for good bargains can indeed 

discover each day new shops special offers and loyalty offers.  For customers who want 

to plan their visit, they can check online if some products are available and book them 

in one click. They can also plan an appointment online at a professional eye care, a 

bank or a beauty salon.  

A Basque architecture 

With its Basque anchoring and identity, the new shopping centre BAB2 is in keeping with 

the current shopping centre and the Basque architecture.  

Developed by the DGLA firm, the extension includes traditional elements from the 

Basque Country like the striped fabric and the houses colors, red and white. Also, large 

glass facades convey the idea of a digital and modern atmosphere.  

The mall of the current shopping centre has been completely renovated with a creative 

decoration that refers to Basque Country’s sports: rugby, surf and “pelote”.  

Committed in sustainable development, the shopping centre also received the Breeam 

Very Good certification during the design phase.  

 



                                                               

 

BAB2, an actor engaged in the local economy 

In addition to the activity of new brands that will strengthen the economic 

attractiveness in the region, this new project supports the development of local 

employment. 

During the building step, the shopping centre decided that 80% of its works would be 

done by local companies – what represents 400 workers during the two years of 

construction.  

First private employer of the district with 1,300 jobs, the extension of the shopping centre 

allowed to create 300 full-time jobs.   

All along the year, the shopping centre BAB2 is offering lot of events in partnership with 

local sports and local charity association.  

A festive inauguration 

In order to celebrate the opening ceremony with visitors, the shopping centre 

organized an exceptional evening on Thursday, 20th April.  

After official speeches from Carrefour, Carmila & Carrefour Property executives with the 

attendance of official local representatives, the shopping centres offered several great 

animations with Basque choir, magicians, sculptors and music band (Synapson).   

Additional animations for adults and children are also planned over the following days.  

You can discover the BAB2 shopping centre on bab2.com and on its Facebook page.  

You can also download the press kit (in French) here.  

 

 

http://www.bab2.com/
https://www.facebook.com/CentreCommercialBAB2/
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/cad43cec3b9edbfbdf9b4c37716463cf20170420102654/650bda8ba94252cad78f47fdc0a50d6220170420102654/f729ba


                                                               
About BAB2 shopping centre 

Historically opened in 1982, BAB2 shopping centre is located in Anglet (France). Built at 

the heart of a 360,000 inhabitants’ catchment area, it proposes - in addition of the 

largest regional Carrefour hypermarket - a complete commercial offer of 120 stores & 

restaurants and welcomes close to 6 million visitors a year. Hold by the Carmila 

Company since April 2014, the BAB2 shopping centre opens in April 2017 a large project 

of renovation-extension.  

Learn more: http://www.bab2.com/  

 

BAB2, a Carmila shopping centre 

Dedicated to Carrefour shopping centres in Europe, Carmila has a portfolio of 194 

shopping centres in France, Spain & Italy. Driven by a genuine commercial culture, 

Carmila is composed of all the expertise dedicated to the commercial attractiveness: 

leasing, marketing, shopping centre management and portfolio management.  

More information on www.carmila.com  

Shopping centre press contact: Hopscotch Capital 

Vicktrin Gerald – 01.58.65.01.26 / 06.73.67.98.35 – vgerald@hopscotchcapital.fr 
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